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DNA Genetics is dedicated to doing the right
things, the right way L]LY`KH`œPZTPUKZL[
allows us to accelerate
[YHP[WLYMVYTHUJLHUK
availability and provide
swine producers with the
best genetics for greatLYNHPUZHUKPTWYV]LK
WLYMVYTHUJL
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DEMONSTRATING OUR
COMMITMENT TO
GENETIC IMPROVEMENT

how we house and care for
V\YHUPTHSZ?LILSPL]L
we have a responsibility to
educate the public on how
we raise pork, and we feel
our viewing area investTLU[JHUOLSWHJJVTWSPZO
this in a very effective way.

8HY[VM[OH[JVTTP[TLU[PZILPUNYLHSPaLK^P[O[OLJVTWSL[PVUV\YUL^ TPSSPVU1U;PNO[v8LYMVYTHUJL<LZ[PUN
+LU[LY^OPJOPZSVJH[LKULHY+VS\TI\Z6LIYHZRHœPZZ[H[L
of-the-art testing facility is one of the best in the world and
L_LTWSPLZV\YJVTTP[TLU[[VOH]PUN[OLILZ[WLVWSL[OL
ILZ[WPNHUK[OLILZ[NLUL[PJVW[PVUPU6VY[O)TLYPJH

1U;PNO[vPZVULWPLJLVM
the puzzle that needed to
ILHZZLTISLKMVYWYVMitable genetic progress
to continue in the DNA
nucleus herds. However,
there are several other
MV\UKH[PVUHSPU]LZ[TLU[Z
that are required to be
JVTWL[P[P]LPU[OLSVUN
Y\U/LUL[PJPTWYV]L— DR. TOM RATHJE —
TLU[PZIV[OJVTWSL_HUK
ZPTWSLH[[OLZHTL[PTL
?L\ZLTHU`HK]HUJLK[LJOUVSVNPLZL]LY`KH`PUJS\KPUN[OL
.1:-vZ`Z[LT[VYLJVYKMLLKPU[HRLLSLJ[YVUPJKH[HJHW[\YL
[OH[PUJS\KLZIHYJVKLZHUKH\[VTH[LK^LPNOPUN\S[YHZV\UK
,6)ZHTWSPUNWV^LYM\SJVTW\[H[PVUHSJVTW\[LYZJVTWYLhensive databases housed in the “cloud” and cutting edge
Z[H[PZ[PJHS[LJOUPX\LZ?OPSL[OLZL[LJOUVSVNPLZPTWYV]L[OL
accuracy and ease of collecting and analyzing data, genetic
WYVNYLZZZ[PSSNP]LZ^H`[V[OLYLSH[P]LS`ZPTWSLMVYT\SHVM
selection intensity x accuracy x genetic variation divided by
the generation interval.

œL1U;PNO[v8LYMVYTHUJL<LZ[PUN+LU[LYHSZVOHZHUVIZLY]H[VY`JVUMLYLUJLYVVT^OLYL`V\JHUVIZLY]LIVHYZ
NVPUNVUHUKVMM[LZ[AV\JHUHSZV]PL^IVHYZ\[PSPaPUN.1:-v
MLLKLYZ^OPJOWYV]PKLKH[HVUMLLKLMJPLUJ`MVYV\YNLUL[PJ
WYVNYHT7\Y[YHUZWHYLU[HWWYVHJO[VKVPUNI\ZPULZZPZVU
KPZWSH`PUHIPVZLJ\YLTHUULY^P[OV\YVIZLY]H[VY`H[1U;PNO[vœPZ]PL^PUNHYLHPZHSZVVWLU[VNYV\WZHUKPUKP]PK\als who want to understand the swine genetics industry and

.\SSSPUN[OLYLX\PYLTLU[ZVM[OPZMVYT\SHPZ[OLRL`[V
Z\JJLZZM\SHUKTLHZ\YLHISLNLUL[PJWYVNYLZZ8LYMVYTHUJL
KH[HT\Z[ILJVSSLJ[LKMYVTHSHYNLU\TILYVMHUPTHSZPUH
JVUZPZ[LU[THUULYPUVYKLY[VWYVK\JLHUHJJ\YH[LYHURPUN
HUKHJOPL]LOPNOZLSLJ[PVUPU[LUZP[`KPZ[HUJLVM[OLTLHU
VM[OLZLSLJ[LKHUPTHSZMYVT[OLH]LYHNL6L^S`ZLSLJ[LK
HUPTHSZT\Z[ILPU[YVK\JLK[V[OLU\JSL\ZOLYKH[HYHWPK
YH[L[VTPUPTPaL[OLKLUVTPUH[VYNLULYH[PVUPU[LY]HS

Since our ownership is
pork producer based, we
look at what we need to
do now, and for the long
[LYT[VHJOPL]L[OLILZ[
genetic progress and realize that progress at the
slat level. Without the
— BRETT BONWELL —
burdens of stockholder
KLTHUKZ^LSVVRH[[OL
business in a very different and producer-friendly way. We
\UKLYZ[HUK`V\ULLKWYVK\J[Z[VWLYMVYTHUKV\Y
NLUL[PJWYVNYHTWYV]PKLZ[OVZLWYVK\J[Z
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Demonstrating Our Commitment to Genetic Improvement
+76<16=-,.:758)/-

-]LY`[OPUN^LKVPTWHJ[ZVULVYTVYLWHY[ZVM[OPZLX\H[PVU
œLHTV\U[VMU\JSL\ZT\S[PWSPLYHUKJVTTLYJPHSSL]LSKH[H
HMMLJ[HJJ\YHJ`/LUVTPJZLSLJ[PVUPZHSZVHZPTWSLPUJYLHZL
PUHJJ\YHJ`,LJPZPVUZHIV\[OV^THU`IVHYZ[V[LZ[YLWSHJLTLU[YH[LZPU[OLU\JSL\ZOLYKHUK[OLSL]LSVMWLYMVYTHUJL
H[[OLU\JSL\ZHSSPTWHJ[H[SLHZ[VULVM[OLZLLSLTLU[Z
œPURVM[OPZPU[OLZHTL[LYTZHZ`V\YMH]VYP[LMVV[IHSS[LHT
œPZMVYT\SHYLWYLZLU[Z[OLM\UKHTLU[HSZ[OH[HU`[LHT
ULLKZ[VL_LJ\[L[VILHJOHTWPVU-]LY`VULHKTPYLZH
quarterback who can “thread a needle” with a perfectly placed
WHZZI\[[OLNHTLPZ^VUPU[OL[YLUJOLZHUKKLWLUKZVU

best. We have retained a group of external consultants who
HYLZVTLVM[OLSLHKPUNTPUKZPU[OLPUK\Z[Y`[VWYV]PKLPUZPNO[VU[OLJ\YYLU[HUKM\[\YLKPYLJ[PVUVM[OLWYVNYHT?L
HYLJVTTP[[LK[VWYVK\JPUNHWPN[OH[PZLHZ`[V^VYR^P[O
WLYMVYTZ^LSS\UKLYLSKJVUKP[PVUZZ\Y]P]LZ[OYP]LZNYV^Z
X\PJRS`HUKLMJPLU[S`HUKPZWYVK\JLKPUHI\UKHUJLMYVT
WYVSPJZV^ZWYVK\JPUNOPNOX\HSP[`WPNZ,Y+HP[S`U)ILSS^PSS
provide substantial detail on our direction in a related article
in this newsletter.

DNA Genetics is dedicated
to doing the right things, the
right way - every day.
L]LY`VULILPUNJVTTP[[LK[VL_LJ\[PVUVM[OLPYHZZPNULKYVSL
,VLZ[OL7SPULWYV]PKL[OLWYV[LJ[PVUHUK[PTLMVY[OLWSH`
to develop? Does the receiver run the assigned route perMLJ[S`L]LY`[PTL',VLZ[OLKLMLUZLTHRLZ[VWZVYQ\Z[SPRL
[VTHRLOP[Z[VTHRL[OLOPNOSPNO[ST'1[[HRLZH[LHT^P[O
LHJOTLTILYL_LJ\[PUN[OLPYQVIVUL]LY`WSH`4PRLHMVV[IHSS
[LHTNLUL[PJPTWYV]LTLU[[HRLZH[LHTVMWLVWSLL_LJ\[PUN
[OLPYQVIZKHPS`[VWYVK\JLJVUZPZ[LU[NLUL[PJNHPU-_LJ\[PVU
is where DNA excels.

FIRE™ system

7\YV^ULYZOH]LTHKL[OLJVTTP[TLU[VMMHJPSP[PLZLNZP_
U\JSL\ZZP[LZHUK1U;PNO[vKH[HIHZLKL]LSVWTLU[U\JSL\Z
OLYKZPaLZV^ZPU[OYLLSPULZ[LJOUVSVN`NYLH[Z[HMM
the cost of testing boars, and high turnover rates in nucleus
ZV^OLYKZœLZLHYL[OLqM\UKHTLU[HSZrHUKMVYT[OLIHZPZ
MVYSVUN[LYTZ\JJLZZ
Finally, none of this can be successful without great coaching
HUKKLJPZPVUTHRPUN+HSSPUN[OLYPNO[WSH`PU[OL^VYSKVM
NLUL[PJPTWYV]LTLU[TLHUZNL[[PUN`V\YZLSLJ[PVUVIQLJ[P]L
YPNO[-UZ\YPUN[OLZLSLJ[PVUVIQLJ[P]LWYVK\JLZ[OLWPNYLX\PYLKI`V\YJ\Z[VTLYZPZLZZLU[PHSMVYV\YWYVK\J[[VIL[OL
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Observatory Conference Room

NEW SMS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND
PRODUCTION INDEX
By Ron Ketchum and Mark Rix – owners, Swine Management Services, LLC
Swine Management Services,
LLC (SMS) is now in its 12th year
in business, working with pork
producers in the United States and
Canada. We work with farms by
doing regular analysis of their data
and sending reports back to them
that point out production areas
that are good and those that need
— RON KETCHUM —
improvement. We have seen which
production numbers are the most
important for improving pigs weaned/mated female/year by
looking at large amounts of data from individual farms and
over several years. We have put an increased emphasis on
total born/mated female/year with our new SMS BenchmarkPUN8YVNYHTœLYL]PL^VMKH[HZOV^Z[OH[`V\JHUp[^LHU
HWPN[OH[PZUp[IVYU?LKVUp[^HU[[VZLL[V[HSIVYUILPUNH
limiting factor to increased production. With higher total born
numbers, you have to work very hard to reduce pre-weaning
mortality and stillborns which improves piglet survival and
[OLU\TILYVMX\HSP[`WPNZ^LHULKœPZTH`TLHUJOHUNPUNH
MHYTpZZ[HUKHYKVWLYH[PUNWYVJLK\YLMVYMHYYV^PUNYVVTZ

MHYYV^PUNZHYLILPUNH[[LUKLKœL
calculation is 100% - stillborn percentage in the period - pre-weaning
mortality percentage in the period.

— MARK RIX —

s

Wean to 1st Service Interval is the average of days for
^LHUPUN[V[OLYZ[TH[PUNMVYHSSMLTHSLZ^LHULKHUK
served in the period.

s

Farrowing Rate % is a calculation that is not 100 percent
accurate because it uses a standard gestation length to
calculate the number of females served to farrow in a
period (usually 114-115 days). Gestation length actually
has a range of 110-122 days with an average close to 116+
KH`ZœLSVUNLY[OL[PTLWLYPVK[OLTVYLHJJ\YH[L[OL
calculation.

s

Female Death Loss is the number of females that died in
a period/days in the period X 356 days/average female
PU]LU[VY`œLWYVISLT^P[O[OPZJHSJ\SH[PVUPZOV^NPS[Z
are entered into the record program. Some farms enter
NPS[ZKH`ZILMVYL[OLPYYZ[IYLLKPUNHUKV[OLYLU[LY
NPS[ZH[[OLPYYZ[IYLLKPUN
Table 1

In the new Farm Benchmarking report we now list 30 production numbers on farm benchmarking and 18 production
numbers on parity benchmarking that compare a farm against
ZPTPSHYMHYTZHUK[OLLU[PYL;5;KH[HIHZL?Lp]LZLSLJ[LK
of these 48 production numbers as being key areas to improve top level production. Table 1 lists these 11
numbers:
s

Pigs Weaned/Mated Female/Year are pigs
weaned in the period/days in the period X
365 days/average mated female inventory
in the period.

s

Total Born/Mated Female/Year are pigs
born in the period/days in the period X 365
days/average mated female inventory in
the period.

s

Piglet Survival is a term we created several
years ago to compensate for the different
^H`ZMHYTZKLULZ[PSSIVYUZHUKWYL^LHUing mortality regardless of how piglet losses
HYLYLJVYKLK1[pZV\YVWPUPVU[OH[TVZ[
stillborn pigs are potential live born pigs if

s4P[[LYZ5H[LK.LTHSLALHY
are females farrowed in the period/
the days in the period X 365 days/
average mated female inventory in
the period.

52 Week Performance

“information solutions” for the



+76<16=-,768)/-
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New SMS Executive Summary and Production Index
+76<16=-,.:758)/-

Table 2
“information solutions”

œLUL_[MV\YU\TILYZHYLUL^HUKJVTLMYVT[OLUL^
WHYP[`ILUJOTHYRPUNœL`YLWYLZLU[HUPUJYLHZLKLTWOHZPZ
VUHUVYNHUPaLKNPS[KL]LSVWTLU[WYVNYHT?Lp]L^YP[ten many articles over the years on the importance of gilt
KL]LSVWTLU[HUKOV^[OLWLYMVYTHUJLVMNPS[ZPU[OLYZ[
WHYP[`^PSSZL[\W[OLPYSPML[PTLWLYMVYTHUJLœPZYLWVY[SPZ[Z
18 production numbers that compare a farm to similar farms
as well as the entire SMS database. Data is broken down by
parities 0-4.
Gilt Farrowing Rate % is the key driver in how the farm will
perform reproductively.
Total Pigs Born/Female Farrowed (P1 + P2 + P3) is a new
JHSJ\SH[PVU^Lp]LJYLH[LK1[HKKZ[OLU\TILYVMWPNZIVYU
female farrowed for parities 1, 2 and 3. We feel this is important in measuring gilt development. It looks at how well the
gilts performed, plus it measures if there was a parity 2 dip.
Total Pigs Born/Female Farrowed – P1 looks at the performance of the gilt litters and is a good indicator of gilt development and the future performance of the gilt throughout
its lifetime on the farm.

œL;5;8YVK\J[PVU1UKL_OHZUV^
grown from eight to the 11 production numbers listed above. Table 1
(Farm Benchmarking page 1) lists:
[OLMHYTpZSHZ[^LLRZVMKH[HOV^
many farms are better than the farm
in the 11 areas, the System Top 10
Percent and System Average, and
SMS All. As the production number
improves the number moves from
red, to yellow, and to green for the top
MHYTZœL8V[LU[PHSMVY1TWYV]LTLU[
PZHSZVSPZ[LK^OPJOPZIHZLKVU1UKL_
at 100 = 36 pigs weaned/mated
female/year.

Table 2 contains the 11 production
numbers that make up the Percentile,
;5;8YVK\J[PVU1UKL_HUK8V[LU[PHSMVY1TWYV]LTLU[PU
8PNZ?LHULK5H[LK.LTHSLALHYœLKH[HPZSPZ[LKMVY[OL
past 52 weeks and is broken out by percentiles: 90-100, 7090, 50-70, 30-50, and 0-30; as well as all farms, the past 13
weeks, past 26 weeks, and the 12 quarter averages.
Figure 1 contains 15 more production numbers that will be
broken out by categories for: 52 weeks, all farms, the past 13
weeks, the past 26 weeks, and the last 12 quarters average.
With the new format, no farm is represented in more than
one category.
œLYLOH]LILLUU\TLYV\ZIVVRZ^YP[[LUVUOV^[VPTWYV]L`V\YI\ZPULZZ)SSZ[YLZZ[OLMHJ[`V\JHUp[PTWYV]L
^OH[`V\KVUp[TLHZ\YL,6)/LUL[PJZOHZJVU[YHJ[LK^P[O
SMS to provide a benchmarking service twice each year for
all of their customers regardless of their production level.
œPZZLY]PJLWYV]PKLZ`V\^P[O[OLVWWVY[\UP[`[VJVTWHYL
`V\YVWLYH[PVUZ[VV[OLYJ\Z[VTLYZVM,6)/LUL[PJZHUK
identify production areas that are good and those that need
PTWYV]LTLU[1M`V\YMHYTPZUp[PU[OL;5;.HYT*LUJOTHYRPUNKH[HIHZLHUK`V\pKSPRL[VILWSLHZLJVU[HJ[`V\Y,6)
Genetics representative.

Retention % (100% - P1 - P2 – P3 cull and deaths) is a new
JHSJ\SH[PVU^Lp]LKL]LSVWLK[VSVVRH[OV^^LSSH
Figure 1
farm is developing gilts to get them to the more
#!!&$ &!"
WYVK\J[P]LWHYP[PLZVM1[PZUp[HJVOVY[HUHS`ZPZ
- #!'"2
- &$  $"2
JHSJ\SH[PVUHUKZOV\SKUp[IL\ZLKHZHJVTWHYPZVU
-!#)"!!(
-"#$ #
IL[^LLUMHYTZœLJHSJ\SH[PVUPZWLYJLU[J\SSZ
-!!(#!!( #!'
-#"!+
and death loss for parities 1, 2 and 3. Although we
-"!'+
-$!"2
-"+
-!,( !##)2
^V\SKp]LSPRLK[VPUJS\KL[OLWLYJLU[HNLVMNPS[J\SSZ
-
-!#) '#!)
and death loss, the differences in how gilts are en-#"#!2.! #!#/
-&2
[LYLKPU[V[OLYLJVYKZWYVNYHTZPZUp[HNVVKJVTWHYP- # ,!&$')"
son between farms.
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PRODUCING THE BEST PIG FOR
YOUR MARKET
As an independent supplier of genetic imWYV]LTLU[,6)/LUL[PJZOHZKL]LSVWLKHU
PUKL_[VWYVK\JL[OLILZ[WPNMVY[OL6VY[O
American market. Previous ties to the industry
in Denmark resulted in pigs being selected to
[OL[[OL,HUPZOTHYRL[1U[OLSHZ[ML^`LHYZ
emerging differences between the United
States and European industries have changed — DR. CAITLYN
the relative economic values for performance
HUKYLWYVK\J[P]L[YHP[ZMVY6VY[O)TLYPJHU
and European producers. From a reproduction perspective,
LP5™ (live pigs at day 5) will continue to be emphasized.
œLYLPZUVIL[[LY[YHP[MVYPTWYV]PUNSP[[LYZPaLHUKWPN
quality at the same time. However, from a terminal trait
WLYZWLJ[P]LPUKL_JOHUNLZT\Z[ILTHKL[VLUZ\YL,6)
/LUL[PJZPZZLSLJ[PUNHWPN[OH[^PSS[OYP]LPU[OL6VY[O
American market.
1U-\YVWL[OLYLHYLL_[YLTLSLNPZSH[P]LJOHSSLUNLZ[VI\PSKPUNUL^MHJPSP[PLZ^OPJOOVSKUPZOPUNZWHJLH[HJVUZ[HU[
)ZZ\TPUNHJVUZ[HU[HTV\U[VMUPZOPUNZWHJLSV^LYZ[OL
relative economic value of growth and increases the value
VMWYVK\J[PVULMJPLUJ`)KKP[PVUHSS`WPNZHYLTHYRL[LK
H[SIZPUTVZ[-\YVWLHUJV\U[YPLZ,\L[V[OPZ_LK
THYRL[^LPNO[^P[OPUHZ`Z[LT^OLYLUPZOPUNZWHJLPZ
constant, early growth is not a priority. A terminal line ecoUVTPJPUKL_KLYP]LKMVY[OL-\YVWLHUPUK\Z[Y`WSHJLZTVZ[
VM[OLLTWOHZPZVUMLLKLMJPLUJ`;LSLJ[PUN[VPTWYV]L
the feed conversion ratio will drive backfat lower, reduce
intake, and set a cap on the achievable improvement in
average daily gain. Moreover, loin depth is not valued in the
European market, removing any emphasis on improving
that measurement.
1UJVU[YHZ[PU[OL6VY[O)TLYPJHUTHYRL[V]LYHSS[OYV\NOW\[PZKLULKI`[V[HSJHYJHZZ^LPNO[WYVK\JLK.PUPZOing space is considered to be “unlimited”, and increased
THYRL[^LPNO[ZHYLKLZPYHISLHZSVUNHZHTHYNPUHSWYV[
is attainable. Improved early growth is desirable so that
[OLHTV\U[VM[PTLZWLU[K\YPUN[OLSLZZLMJPLU[Uisher phase is reduced. Increasing early growth improves
[OYV\NOW\[VM[OLZ`Z[LT1U[OL6VY[O)TLYPJHUTHYRL[
further reductions in backfat are not desirable, and loin
KLW[OPZ]HS\LK.LLKLMJPLUJ`PZPTWVY[HU[LZWLJPHSS`
with pigs being marketed at heavier weights.
<VWYVK\JL[OLILZ[WPNMVY[OL6VY[O)TLYPJHUTHYRL[
,6)/LUL[PJZ^PSSLTWOHZPaLPTWYV]LTLU[PUNYV^[OYH[L
[OYV\NOV\[[OLWPNpZSPML;PUJL[OL6VY[O)TLYPJHUTHYRL[
is operated on an all-in, all-out basis, growth rates will be

measured to a constant age versus a constant
weight. Both backfat and loin depth will be considered as lean indicators, because both traits are
]HS\LKI`6VY[O)TLYPJHUWHJRLYZ.LLKLMJPLUcy will be improved by selecting for feed intake
^OPSLNYV^[OYH[LPZPUJS\KLKPU[OLPUKL_;Llecting directly for feed intake as opposed to the
ABELL — ratio allows control over the relationship between
growth rate, backfat, and feed intake. Improving
MLLKLMJPLUJ`^PSSYLZ\S[PUSLHULYWPNZI\[OH]ing this control facilitates increasing growth, maintaining
PU[HRLHUKZSV^PUN[OLYLK\J[PVUPUIHJRMH[œL1U;PNO[v
Performance Center allows for feed intake data collection
on nearly twice the number of boars as tested previously encompassing 33 percent of the Duroc and nearly 20
percent of the Landrace and Yorkshire boars produced from
[OLU\JSL\ZZ`Z[LTœPZ^PSSWYV]PKL[OLPUJYLHZLKHJJ\racy needed to make industry-leading genetic progress for
MLLKLMJPLUJ`
When evaluating the relative economic importance of a
given trait, how that trait affects all other economically
YLSL]HU[[YHP[Z^PSSILJVUZPKLYLK.VYL_HTWSL[VWYVWLYS`
determine the economic value of litter size, the impact of
SP[[LYZPaLPTWYV]LTLU[VUU\TILY^LHULKHUKNYV^Uish performance must be understood and accounted for.
Trait development will be a critical part of the genetic
program in order to be prepared for traits that may beJVTLLJVUVTPJKYP]LYZMVY[OL6VY[O)TLYPJHUTHYRL[PU
the future. As the swine industry evolves and the market
JOHUNLZ,6)/LUL[PJZ^PSSKL]LSVW[OLHWWYVWYPH[LZLSLJtion strategy based on a systems approach. Understanding
the interactions between different stages of production is
JY\JPHS^OLUKLUPUN[OLLJVUVTPJ^LPNO[ZMVYHUPUKL_
to produce the best pig. Producing the best pig requires a
continued focus on understanding the economic model of
[OL6VY[O)TLYPJHUTHYRL[

Caitlyn joined our team as a geneticist in August
2013 after earning her PhD from Iowa State
University with two majors: animal breeding and
statistics. She also earned her Master of Science
degree from Iowa State in animal breeding and
genetics and her Bachelor of Arts degree from
Western Kentucky University with a major in
mathematics. She is a native of Bowling Green, KY.
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2415 13th Street
+VS\TI\Z6- 
Return Address Requested

WANT THE BEST PIG? LOOK TOWARD THE BEST PEOPLE
œLZLUL^[LHTTLTILYZYLWYLZLU[V\YPU]LZ[TLU[
PUOPYPUN[OLILZ[WLVWSL^OV^PSSHKK]HS\LMVY`V\
our customers.
Mike Sidwell-Petersburg, Illinois

Chris Allen – Warsaw, OH
+OYPZQVPULK,6)/LUL[PJZPU7J[VILY
as a regional account manager and brings
^P[OOPTTVYL[OHU`LHYZVML_WLYPLUJL
— CHRIS ALLEN —
in the swine industry with 12 of those in
direct sales and account management.
Since joining our team, Chris has found the accessibility of
V\YJVTWHU`pZSLHKLYZOPW[VILHUHK]HU[HNLHUKZHPKq*LPUN
HISL[V[HSRKPYLJ[S`[V[OLJVTWHU`pZSLHKLYZOPWHUKNL[X\PJR
answers means a lot.” When asked about customer relationships, Chris said, “Our industry is always facing challenges.
Customers are relying on me to provide them with accurate
information and to deliver value to enhance their operations.”
He grew up in a rural area outside of Warsaw, Ohio and from
an early age Chris spent all the time he could on farms. His
love for agriculture grew while showing pigs in 4-H and FFA.
We are fortunate those childhood ambitions led Chris to our
company.

Mike began in December 2013 but his
career in swine genetics dates back more
than a decade. As a national account lead— MIKE SIDWELL — er, Mike handles direct sales and account
management in the Central and Western
+VYU*LS[;PUJLQVPUPUNV\Y[LHTOLpZZLLU[OLWVZP[P]L
affect of our business principles: do what is right, do the best
you can, and treat others the way you want to be treated.
5PRLZH`Zq1[pZHIPNWHY[VM^O`1pTOLYLHUKHMMLJ[ZOV^^L
[YLH[J\Z[VTLYZ1[pZZVPTWVY[HU[[VTHRL[OLTZ\JJLZZM\S
HUKOLSW[OLTUKZVS\[PVUZ[V[OLPYULLKZr5PRLNYL^\W
^P[OHNYPJ\S[\YL5PRLL_WSHPUZq1NYL^\WPU8L[LYZI\YN
Illinois, a town that Abraham Lincoln surveyed and mapped.
After catching a greased pig at Honest Abe Days, I fed it out
and bought a registered Duroc bred gilt with the money.” We
^LSJVTL5PRL[V[OL,6)/LUL[PJZ[LHT
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